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Name the Stephen King novel or movie based on the clues 
provided! 

 
1> In this King story, an author returns to his home town to find that 
a vampire is turning everyone into creatures of the night. 
 
2> A writer moves into a Colorado hotel for the winter as caretaker 
and begins to see ghostly visions. 
 
3> A teacher awakes from a five year coma with the ability to see the 
future. 
 

4> Pennywise the Clown terrorizes seven children. 
 
5> A woman kidnaps a best-selling author for killing off a character in 
his book. 
 
6> In a small town, an ancient burial ground causes people and 
animals to return to life. 
 
7> A father and daughter are on the run from a government agency 
called "The Shop" because of an experiment with a drug called "Lot 

6". 
 
8> A young boy who is confined to a wheel chair thinks that a 
werewolf is responsible for mysterious killings in his small town. 
 
9> In this movie, a group of people try to survive when machines 
come to life and become homicidal. 
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10> This King novel focuses on a vintage automobile possessed by 

supernatural forces. 
 
 
 
Answers:  
 
1> Salem's Lot - Salem's Lot became a made for TV movie.  
2> The Shining - Jack Nicholson played Jack Torrance in the film 
version.  
3> The Dead Zone  - In the movie, the main character was played 

by Christopher Walken.  
4> IT - Tim Curry played Pennywise the Clown in the film version of 
the book.  
5> Misery - Misery was released in 1990.  
6> Pet Semetary - Pet Semetary was published in 1983.  
7> Fire Starter - A young Drew Barrymore starred in Fire Starter.  
8> Silver Bullet - Silver Bullet starred Corey Haim and Gary Busey.  
9> Maximum Overdrive - Stephen King actually directed the film 
version of Maximum Overdrive.  
10> Christine - Much of the action in Christine takes place around 

the Monroeville Mall which was the site of the film Dawn of the Dead. 
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